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Abstract� This study investigates the properties of arti�cial recurrent neural networks�
Particular attention is paid to the question of how these nets can be applied to the

identi�cation and control of non
linear dynamic processes� Since these kind of processes

can only insu�ciently be modelled by conventional methods� di�erent approaches are

required� Neural networks are considered to be useful for this purpose due to their

ability to approximate a wide class of continuous functions� Among the numerous net


work structures� especially the recurrent multi�layer perceptron �RMLP� architecture is
promising from application point of view� This network architecture has the wellknown

properties of multi layer perceptrons and moreover these nets have the ability to incor


porate temporal behavior� Departing from the original process description the applica


bility of RMLPs is investigated and di�erent learning algorithms for this network class

are outlined� Furthermore� besides the conventional algorithms� like Back�propagation
through time� Real�Time recurrent learning �RTRL� and Dynamic Back�propagation�
a more sophisticated training method which uses second order information� the Global
Extended Kalman Filter �GEKF� is introduced� Finally� three applications of RMLPs

in the environment of automotive and telecommunication systems are discussed�



� Introduction

Identi	cation with regard to the modeling of processes and the control of them is an
important challenge for systems engineers� For example not only does a simple heating
of a warm water reservoir require a sophisticated control unit
 but also complex systems
like cars need to perform a multiplicity of control functions� The modeling of such control
systems is a key issue for engineers and determines the functionality of the product and
its success�

Conventional modeling techniques are based on linear system theory� They use linear
algebra and linear ordinary di�erential equations to describe the processes� Methods
for the adaptive identi	cation of unknown process parameters of linear time�invariant
processes are well known
 �NP��� However
 applying these techniques to real�world
applications very often fail
 since most of the processes reveal a nonlinear and dynamic
behaviour� Therefore di�erent modeling techniques have to be developed� So far
 only
few results for nonlinear systems exist and they can only be used on a system�by�system
base�

This is the starting�point for the use of arti	cial neural networks in identi�cation and
control of nonlinear systems� It has been shown
 that neural networks are able to model
complex nonlinear time�variant processes adaptively� The solutions they obtained are
at least comparable to those of the methods established so far
 �NP�
 FPT�
 CBG�

PCA���� Therefore neural networks can be seen as a versatile
 equally powerful tool�
Nevertheless there are still many open questions on using neural nets for identi	cation
and control� which network architecture is appropriate for a speci	c task and how has
the network to be trained� These two questions are addressed in this study�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section �
 basic concepts of process modeling
are introduced and some speci	c terms used in the paper are de	ned� In Section �

the requirements of neural networks that arise from process modeling are identi	ed and
a powerful neural network architecture
 the recurrent multi layer perceptron �RMLP�
is described in detail� In Section �
 three well�established learning rules using pure
gradient descent methods are discussed� In this Section
 especially the evolution and
the dependencies of the learnings rules are stressed� Then
 Section � describes a more
sophisticated method to determine unknown system parameters
 the Gobal extended
kalman �lter� It is shown how this method can be applied to the training of recurrent
multi layer perceptrons� Finally
 in Section �
 three applications of recurrent multi layer
perceptrons in automotive and telecommunication systems are discussed�

� Basic Concepts of Process Modeling

Before designing an identi	cation or a controller network
 it is essential to think about the
system
 that will be approximated by the neural network� To characterize the di�erent
processes
 control theory has developed a useful way to describe them
 �Gee��
 NvdS�


�



FKK���� This Section gives
 	rst of all
 an short introduction into process modeling

de	nes some speci	c terms used in the text
 and then shows how neural networks can
be used for identi	cation and control�

��� Characterization and Representation of Processes

Characterizing a system means to identify all the various physical factors that in�uence
the process behaviour� Hence
 one 	rst needs to determine the static parameters and
then the dynamic factors which conduct the system�

In the context of process modeling
 the adjective dynamic usually indicates that a pro�

processu(n)

x(n)

y(n)

Figure �� process characterization

cess or a variable reveals a temporal dependent behaviour� Therefore dynamic processes
can be classi	ed into continuous time systems
 denoted in this text by the index t
 and
discrete time systems
 marked by the index n� Since digital micro controller sample
systems usually at discrete time intervals
 mainly discrete time systems are under con�
sideration in this study� Nevertheless
 the characterization for both kind of systems are
provided here� A typical discrete time system is depicted in Figure �� The variable u�n�
represents the external input to the system at time instant n
 the system state is denoted
by x�n� and the observable output of the system is y�n�� The variables can either be
scalars or vectors� In the case of only a scalar input and a single observable output
the system is called a single�input�single�output �SISO� system� in the vector case the
system is of multiple�input�multiple�output �MIMO� type�

Time�invariant Linear System

A time�invariant linear system is de	ned in discrete�time using following linear equa�
tions
 cf� �NvdS���

x�n � �� � Ax�n� �Bu�n� ��a�

y�n� � Cx�n� �Du�n�� ��b�

or in the continuous case by linear di�erential equations�

�x�t� � Ax�t� �Bu�t� ��a�

y�t� � Cx�t� �Du�t�� ��b�

where A�B�C andD are properly dimensioned matrices� The di�erential equation in ��a�
can either be a 	rst order or a higher order ordinary di�erential equation �ODE��
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Time�invariant Nonlinear System

Every time�invariant system that can�t be described by eqn� ��� or eqn� ��� is de	ned to
be a nonlinear system� It is denoted in discrete time by�

x�n � �� � f�x�n�� u�n�� ��a�

y�n� � h�x�n�� u�n��� ��b�

respectively in continuous time�

�x�t� � f�x�t�� u�t�� ��a�

y�t� � h�x�t�� u�t��� ��b�

where f��� and h��� are nonlinear functions� The function f��� is the state transition
function and h��� is the observation function�

Time�variant Nonlinear System

So far
 it was assumed that the characteristics of the system doesn�t change over time� To
model
 for example ageing processes
 one has to consider time�variant systems� There�
fore
 the time has to be included as an input factor to the system� In the discrete time
case
 the nonlinear equations becomes�

x�n � �� � f�x�n�� u�n�� n� ��a�

y�n� � h�x�n�� u�n�� n�� ��b�

or in continuous time�

�x�t� � f�x�t�� u�t�� t� ��a�

y � h�x�t�� u�t�� t�� ��b�

Equations for the linear case are not provided here� To characterize the system
 one has
to make the matrices A�B�C and D in eqn� ��� and eqn� ��� time dependent�

��� Process Identi�cation and Control by Arti�cial Neural Networks

Employing arti�cial neural networks for identi	cation and control can reduce the ex�
pense of control system design considerably� Instead of characterizing the process with
complex di�erence or di�erential equations and 	nding the right system parameters
 one
can exploit the ability of neural networks to learn arbitrary functions
 i�e� to learn the
process behaviour� The system designer requires a reduced amount of knowledge for
describing the process� some rough estimates of the structure and a reasonable set of
input�response patterns of the actual system are su�cient� An appropriate learning rule
can then use this information to train the neural net on the prede	ned task�
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Figure �� neural network applications in process control

Process Identi�cation

In process identi�cation the net has to imitate the actual process
 i�e� it has to approxi�
mate the process� A typical training con	guration of an identi�cation network is shown
in Figure ��a�� The actual process P is parallel to the identi	cation net NN � Both
systems get the same external input u�n�� In training
 the output of the identi	cation
net yi�n� is compared with the process yp�n� and it stops when the identi�cation error
ei�n� drops below a user de	ned value� The control system designer can bene	t from the
trained network in two ways� 	rst of all
 the net characterizes the relevant parameters
and the structure of the process and secondly it can be used as a reference model for the
training of controller networks�

Process Control

Apart from using neural networks as identi	cation nets
 they can directly be applied
as controllers for processes� Just as in the identi	cation case
 one takes advantage of
the ability of neural nets to learn an unknown function from a set of examples� For
process control
 the neural net is trained to imitate the control function� A model refer�
ence adaptive control scenario is depicted in Figure ��b�� The controller neural network
translates the reference signal r�n� into the appropriate process control action u�n�� The
control action is fed to the actual process and also to the identi	cation neural network
which runs parallel� In on�line operation
 the identi	cation net can be used as a ref�
erence model for the process� The reference isn�t disturbed by observation noise like
the real process
 and therefore it can detect a deviation of the process from the desired
behaviour� However
 one still needs to decide whether the identi	cation model is right
and the process is wrong or vice versa� In o��line operation
 when training the controller
net
 the identi	cation network can be used as a substitute for the actual process� Very
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often the real process is not available
 for example the heat exchanger of a power station
can not be placed on the desktop of the system designer� Moreover
 the identi	cation
net can provide estimates for the derivatives of the process output with respect to the
trainable controller parameter�

� Neural Network Architecture

The right choice of the network architecture is crucial for the application of neural nets
in process identi	cation and control� Without an appropriate structure
 the network
couldn�t perform it�s task su�ciently� However
 before determing a well suited archi�
tecture
 one needs to specify the demands on the neural nets arising from this kind of
application�

��� Neural Network Requirements

In identi	cation and control
 neural nets normally are required have to produce a partic�
ular output in response to a speci	c input sequence
 cf� sec� ���� Thus
 a suitable neural
network architecture has to ful	ll two main properties�

� � the network structure has to incorporate temporal
 i�e� dynamic
 behaviour


� � the network must be able to approximate arbitrary continuous functions�

Temporal Behavior

A 	rst approach to incorporate time behaviour into neural networks is to use a shift
register or a tapped delay line� This turns the temporal sequence into a spatial pattern
on the input layer of a network
 cf� Figure ��a�� Tapped delay lines yield reasonable
performance on sequence recognition tasks
 as long as the sequence is short and of known
length� However
 this approach has a major drawback� The network sees only a 	xed
window of the past and therefore can not perform a long�term temporal association� This
problem can be solved by either using context units
 cf� �Jor��
 Elm�� or
 in general

by introducing time delayed feedback connections between the nodes in the network

cf� Figure ��b�� Usually
 in time discrete networks the time delay is one time unit
 but
longer delays are considerable� Due to the feedback respectively recurrent connections

the net can store the temporal behaviour in it�s nodes� It can
 therefore �remember� all
the states it has already gone through and is now able to do temporal association�

Approximation of Continuous Functions

The second demand on a neural network architecture is the ability to learn functions
arbitrarily close� Hornik
 Stinchcombe and White have shown that the well�known
Stone�Weierstrass�Theorem can be applied to neural networks
 �HSW���� They stated
that standard feed�forward multi layer networks with at least one hidden layer can
approximate any Borel measurable function at any desired degree of accuracy
 provided

�
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Figure �� incorporating temporal behaviour in neural networks

su�ciently many hidden units are available� In this sense
 feed�forward multi layer
networks are a class of universal approximators�

Results for Neural Networks

The two previous results taken together
 suggest that recurrent multi�layer networks
should especially be used for the identi	cation and control of processes� This result can
be view from a more theoretic point of view� Since multi layer neural networks are a
subclass of fully connected nets
 the results for feed�forward nets can be applied to some
extend to recurrent layered networks� However
 one has to be aware that the stability of
recurrent networks is not necessarily guaranteed
 while purely feed�forward nets always
reach a stable output�

��� Recurrent Multi Layer Perceptron

A neural network architecture that satisfy the requirements stated in the previous Sec�
tion
 is the generalized version of the recurrent multi layer perceptron �RMLP�� This
architecture was originally presented in �PSY��� and �FPT��� The generalization has
been proposed by Puskorius and Feldkamp and can be found in detail in �PF����

A general RMLP consists of a sequence of cascaded subnetworks� Each subnet consists
of layers of nodes� All subnets are interconnected by feed�forward links and no recur�
rent connections between the subnets are allowed� In the subnetwork
 all the layers are
again feed�forward connected and only the last layer of the subnet is allowed to have
feedback connections between its nodes� As a result
 this generalized RMLP structure
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can describe purely feed�forward nets as well as fully recurrent networks
 cf� �PF����
The general RMLP architecture is quite powerful
 but for its succesful application
 the
structure must be more feasible
 which in turn
 restricts its use to some extend� the
subnets are only allowed to have exactly one layer� In this paper
 the terms layer and
subnetwork are used as synonyms�

Detailed Network Structure

The investigated discrete time multi layer perceptron with local and lateral
 i�e� layer
intern
 feedback connections is depicted in Figure �� Each hidden layer is fully intercon�
nected and linked to the next hidden layer in a feed�forward manner� Thus
 each node
has trainable recurrent links to itself
 to every other node in its layer and to the nodes in
the succeeding layer� The recurrent connections are delayed by one time unit� In detail

the layer and the node structure is de	ned as follow�

a� Layer Structure

The network has a 	xed sequence of three distinct types of layers�

� � one input layer

� � one or more recurrent
 completely interconnected hidden layer� the recurrent links
have one time unit delay and the forward interconnection from one hidden layer
to the next is complete�

� � one output layer
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Therefore the total number of subnets is L � � � number of hidden subnets� The layer
numbering starts with  and ends at L � ��

b� Node Structure

The node type of RMLP nets is based on the usualMcCulloch and Pitts model
 cf� �HKP����
In detail
 the network input neti�j to node j in layer i is de	ned as�

neti�j �
Ni��X
k��

wf�i
k�jyi���k�n� �

NiX
k��

wr�i
k�jyi�k�n� �� ���

where yi�j is the activation of node j in layer i
 wf�i
k�j is a forward weight form node k in

layer �i� �� to node j in layer �i�
 wr�i
k�j is a recurrent weight from node k in layer �i� to

node j in layer �i� and Ni is the number of nodes in subnet �i�� The time index �n� ��
indicates that the feedback is delayed by one time step� The activation yi�j�n� of node j
in layer i is�

yi�j�n� � ��neti�j�n��� ���

where the operator ���� describes the activation function of the node� Usually
 one use
either the logistical activation function�

��s� �
�

�� e�s
� ��a�

���s� � ��s���� ��s�� � ��b�

or the symmetrical transfer function�

��s� � tanh s ��a�

���s� � �� � ��s����� ��s�� � ��b�

� Gradient�Descent Learning Algorithms for RMLP

The training of discrete time recurrent multi layer perceptron is based on essentially the
same principle as for non recurrent multi layer perceptrons� The error of the network

that is the di�erence between the desired output and the actual output
 is minimized by
using gradient descent on the cost function or respectively on the network error surface�
Nevertheless learning a recurrent network is more complicated than a feed�forward net�
Since successive inputs to the network can be highly correlated over a period of time

pure gradient descent methods tend to be slow and often get stuck in an ine�ective
solutions� Small learning rates can reduce the e�ect but increase learning time� Hence

di�erent learning algorithm for recurrent networks are necessary� Numerous algorithms
have been proposed in literature� Three conventional gradient methods are discussed
in this Section� Back�propagation through time �BPTT�
 Real�time recurrent learning
�RTRL� and Dynamic Back�propagation �DBP� respectively Dynamic Derivatives�
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��� Gradient Descent Learning

Generally speaking
 the task of a learning rule for arbitrary systems is to 	nd a proper
set of parameters for the system which allows it to perform near its optimum� In case
of neural networks
 an adaptive training method should 	nd the best set of weights
by successive improvements from an arbitrary starting point� To evaluate the learning
progress
 a quality measure for the network performance is needed� Usually
 one de	nes
a cost function respectively an error measure of the network on a prede	ned task
 i�e�
the error on a prede	ned test set� The squared error for one element of the test set at
time step n is�

E�n� �
�

�

X
k

�Ek�n��
�� ����

with

Ek�n� �

�
yd�k�n�� yk�n� if yd�k�n� is de	ned
 otherwise

� ����

where k is an element of the index set of all output units
 yk�n� is the actual output of
unit k at time step n and yd�k�n� is the desired output of k� The network error for a test
set respectively a sequence of length N is�

E �
N��X
n��

E�n�� ����

The error measures of eqn� ���� respectively eqn� ���� are normally positive and approach
zero when the learning rule 	nds a solution� A reduction of the error measures can be
done by the well known gradient descent method� Since E�n� is spanning an error
surface over the weight space w
 the network can be improved by sliding down hill on
this surface� Therefore the weight adaption rule is�

�wij�n� � ��
�E�n�

�wij
� �

X
k

Ek�n�
�yk�n�

�wij
� ����

��� Back�Propagation Through Time

The Back�propagation through time algorithm has been proposed by Rumelhart
 Hinton
and Williams �RMt���� It can be applied to synchronous discrete time fully recurrent
networks� The update rule for a neuron in this net class is�

yi�n� � ��neti�n�� � ��
X
j

wjiyj�n� �� � ui�n��� ����

where yi is the state of the unit i at time step n
 neti is the net input and u�n� is
the external input
 if there is any
 to the neuron� The operator ���� is the activation
function
 see Section ��

An example of a fully recurrent network type is shown in Figure ��a�� As mentioned
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Figure �� Back�propagation through time

above in Section ���
 the main task of the networks investigated in this study is to
produce particular output sequences in response to speci	c input sequences� If only
short input sequences are of interest
 a trick can be applied to transform the recurrent
network to a purely feed�forward network� For a maximum sequence of length N 
 the
recurrent network is duplicated N times
 so that a separate unit Y n

i represents the state
Yi�n�
 with n � �� � � � � N 
 cf� Figure ��b�� The weights wij in each layer of the feed�
forward net are the same� Thus the two networks in Figure � behave identically for N
time step� The transformed network can be trained by slightly modi	ed form of the
well known Back�propagation algorithm
 �RMt���� The original algorithm would normal
change each copy of the weight di�erently� The modi	ed algorithm therefore has to
make sure that all �copies� of each weight wij must remain identical in the transformed
network� This can be obtained by adding all individual increments and than adapt all
copies by the same amount� The major drawback of BPTT is that this network structure
respectively this training algorithm fails totally for sequences of unknown length�
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��� Real�Time Recurrent Learning

A learning method for general recurrent networks without duplicating the units has
been proposed by Williams and Zipser
 �WZ���� The algorithm allows updating the
weights while the sequence is presented� It is therefore called a real time method� The
real time ability also constitutes a major advantage of the Real�time recurrent learning
�RTRL� algorithm over Back�propagation through time� RTRL can handle sequences of
of arbitrary length�

Similar to the Back�propagation Through Time algorithm
 for a fully recurrent network
the state of a unit is governed by�

yi�n� � ��neti�n�� � ��
X
j

wjiyj�n� �� � u�n��� ����

The RTRL rule is as well a gradient descent method� The last derivative in eqn� ���� is
obtained by di�erentiating eqn� ���� w�r�t� a weight wij�

�yk�n�

�wij
� ���neti�n����kiyj�n� �� �

X
l

wkl
�yk�n� ��

�wij
� ����

Eqn� ���� constitutes a recursive algorithm for computing the weight change
 it relates
the derivatives �yk�t���wij at time n to those at time n��� A reasonable initial condition
for the recursion in eqn� ���� is�

�yk��

�wij

�  ����

The eqn� ���� has inherently the real time property of the RTRL algorithm� However
this capability doesn�t necessarily has to be used� For learning sequences with known
length the cost function in eqn� ���� has to be minimized� Therefore all �wij�n� for
n � � � � � � N � � have to be summed up and the weight update is made the total
amount after the presentation of the last element of the sequence �n � N � ��� For
learning sequences with arbitrary length one uses the real time property� The weight
update can take place after each time step
 if the learning rate � has a su�ciently small
value
 cf� �WZ����

A useful modi	cation of RTRL is teacher forcing� Here instead of feeding back the
possible wrong unit value yk�n�
 one uses the the target value yd�k
 if it is available

which is always correct� Of course this must be done after computing the error Ek�n��
The teacher forcing procedure keeps the network closer the the desired sequence or
trajectory
 and usually speeds up convergence� In the gradient calculation of eqn� ����
the derivative �yk�n���wij is set to zero whenever unit k is forced to its target value

but it became valid only after the weight adaption�

��� Dynamic Back�Propagation and Dynamic Derivatives

As discussed in Section ���
 for identi	cation and control tasks especially recurrent multi
layer perceptrons are well suited and should be applied� In general
 these kind of nets
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can be trained by the methods described in the previous two subsections� However

using these algorithms means that one does not pay attention to the layered structure
of RMLPs� Considering this particular structure in learning algorithms can speed up
training
 as shown later
 since some derivatives can be computed directly and without re�
cursion like in RTRL� An extension of the Back�propagation algorithm is called Dynamic
Back�propagation and its general application to the RMLP structure
 as introduced in
Section ��� is called Dynamic Derivatives�

����� Dynamic Back�Propagation

The Dynamic Back�propagation method was proposed by Narendra and Parthasarathy

�NP�
 NP���� They established this method as a part of a comprehensive but rigorous
framework for the training of identi	cation and controller networks� Narendra and
Parthasarathy explicitly noted that the controller and the process form a closed�loop
feedback system
 and that the computation of the derivatives used during training must
evolve recursively
 just as the process outputs do� Following this line of inquery
 they
examined 	rst externally recurrent multi layer perceptrons and transferred the results
to consecutive series of pure feed�forward and recurrent nets�

Externally Recurrent Back�Propagation Networks

An externally recurrent multi layer perceptron is depicted in Figure ��a�� The purely
feed�forward network is denoted by N and the output y of the static net is feed back
through the transfer matrix W �z��

The multi layer perceptron N represents a static map
 whereas the matrix W �z� de	nes
the dynamical properties of the system� For example W �z� can be a diagonal matrix
with elements of the form z�di �i�e�
 a delay of di units of time�
 or W �z� �

Pd
i�� �iz

�i

a 	nite pulse response of duration d time units�

��



The output of the system in Figure ��a� is governed by�

y�n� �� � N �u �W �z�y�n�� ����

where u is the external input to the system� The computation of the system output y
depends on the weights wi of network N in two di�erent ways� explicitly on the �current�
values and implicitly of �past� values of the parameters wi
 hidden in the feed back value
of y� In such a case the interest is in the total derivative of y with respect to wi� Since
equation ���� is of the form�

y � f �x�k� w�� w�� ���

the total derivative of f with respect to wi can be obtained by the general chain rule�

�f �x�k� w��

�wi

�
 �f
 �wi

�
�f

�x

�x

�wi

�
�f

�wi

�wi

�wi

�
�f

�x

�x

�wi

�
�f

�wi

� ����

The notation  �f� �wi is used to denote the total derivative in place of the usual notation
d�dwi to emphasize the vector nature of the parameter w� It also indicates the recursion
property of eqn� �����

Narendra and Parthasarthy
 base their argument for Dynamic Back�Propagation on the
key assumption that feed back transition matrix W �z� is 	x and is not allowed to be
adapted by the training algorithm� Using this and the result from eqn� ���� applied on
eqn� ����
 one arrives at�

 �y
 �wi

�
�N �v�

�v

�v

�wi

�
�N �v�

�wi

�
�N �v�

�v
W �z�

 �y
 �wi

�
�N �v�

�wi
� ����

In eqn� ����  �y� �wi is a vector and �N �v���v and �N �v�� �wi are the Jacobian matrix and
vector which are evaluated around the the nominal trajectory� The later two components
can be computed at every instant by using standard techniques�

Eqn� ���� relates the partial derivative  �y� �	i recursively to its old values like RTRL
it does
 cf� sec� ���� The result from eqn� ���� can now be used in the weight adaption
step
 cf� eqn� �����

As well as in the RTRL case
 teacher forcing can be used for externally recurrent nets�

y�n� �� � N �u �W �z�yd�n��� ����

where yd is the desired output of the system� The network follows the desired trajectory
faster� But there is still the problem that only small learning rates � can be used�
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Cascaded Feed Forward and Recurrent Multi Layer Perceptrons

The next step is to extend the results from the previous subsection to a cascaded network
architecture� Figure ��b� shows such a structure�

A static
 purely feed�forward network N� is followed by an externally recurrent multi
layer perceptron N�� The preceeding network N� does not e�ect the computation of
the partial derivative of the output y w�r�t� the weights in network N�� Therefore the
same procedure as in the externally recurrent network case can be adopted� However

to compute the partial derivative the output y w�r�t� the weights in network N�
 the
following procedure is used� The output of the system in Figure ��b� is governed by�

y � N��v� � N��N��u� �W �z�y�� ����

where the operators N���� and N���� describe the static network behaviour and W �z� the
dynamic feed back property� The partial derivative of y w�r�t� the weights in N� is�

�y

�wi
�

N��v�

�v

�v

�wi

�
�N��v�

�v
�
�N��u�

�wi
�W �z�

�y

�wi
�� ����

For the computation of the Jacobian matrices and vectors
 again linearization around
the operating point is needed�

When the results from eqn� ���� and ���� are combined
 one arrives at a method fot
computing the partial derivatives of a broad class of cascaded recurrent multi layers per�
ceptrons� The transfer of this method for RMLP architecture of Section ��� is described
in the next section of this study�

����� Dynamic Derivatives for RMLP Networks

Using the results obtained by Narendra et� al�
 the Dynamic Back�propagation method
has been adapted by Puskarious et� al� to the RMLP architecture �PF��
 PF��
 PCA��

PF��� as invented by Fernandez et�al� �FPT��
 cf� sec� ���� The previous restric�
tion
 namely that the learning method is not allowed to adapt the feedback connec�
tions in training
 is now dropped� A recursive algorithm evaluates the derivative of the
subnetworks� output nodes� This method is called Dynamic Derivatives�

For the description of the Dynamic Derivative
 	rst the network is limited to have only
local
 but no externally feedback connections from the output to the input layer� Af�
terwards
 this restriction is abandoned and the Dynamic Derivatives are derived when
there is output�to�input recurrence�

�cf� to the de�nition of subnetwork in sec� ���
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Dynamic Derivatives for RMLP Networks with no external feedback connections

As described in eqn� ��� and ��� in Section ��� the activation of a subnet output node
is�

yi�j�n� � ��
Ni��X
k��

wf�i
k�jyi���k�n� �

NiX
k��

wr�i
k�jyi�k�n� ����

The computation of the Dynamic Derivative of the outputs of an RMLP network with
respect to its trainable weights can be obtained from three observations�

� � the dynamic derivative of an output node in subnet i with respect to any weight
in a higher subnet g
 thus g 
 i
 is zero �i�e� there is no in�uence from a weight in
a �higher� layer on a output node in a �lower� layer��

� � the dynamic derivative of an output node in a subnet with respect to a recurrent
weight from the same subnet can be obtained by a generalization of RTRL �cf�
with sec������

� � the dynamic derivative of an output node in the subnet i w�r�t� a weight in a
�lower� subnet g
 thus g � i
 is a function of a� the dynamic derivative of the
outputs of the subnet �i � ��
 since each output node in subnet i � � has feed�
forward connections to every node in subnet i and b� of the outputs of the subnet i

since each node in subnet i has feedback connections from every other node within
his subnet� Both derivatives are with respect to the same weight in subnet g�

The dynamic derivative of an output node j in subnet i w�r�t� a weight in subnet g

with g � i
 is found to be�

 �yi�j�n�
 �wx�g

k�j

� ��� �g�i�
Ni��X
k��

�yi�j�n�

�yi���k�n�

 �yi���k�n�
 �wx�g

h�j

� ��n�
NiX
k��

�yi�j�n�

�yi�k�n� ��

 �yi�k�n� ��
 �wx�g

h�j

� �g�i
�yi�k�n�

�wx�g
h�j

� for g � i� n � �� ����

The initial values for the recursion are�

 �yi�j��
 �wx�g

k�j

�  ����

The impact of the past dynamic derivatives is conducted by the discount factor ��n�� It
imposes an exponential decay of the in�uence� Its value is usually set equal to or less
than unity�

The index x speci	es the kind of weight connections� A feed�forward link is denoted
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by �f� and a feedback connection is marked by an �r�� The index �g� describes the layer
number in which to node lies where the weight ends� The Operator �i�j is the Kronecker
delta�

�i�j �

�
 for i �� j
� for i � j

����

Since the algorithm is recursive in time and in space
 the computed partial derivative
 �yi�j�n�� �w

x�g
k�j is called Dynamic Derivative� The algorithm propagates the derivatives

forward in space and in time through the layers� Hence
 this method has the real�time
property as well as the RTRL algorithm
 but also incorporates the spatial dependencies
of the nodes�

Computation of the individual components of the dynamic derivative

At a 	rst glance eqn� ���� seems di�cult to compute� If one looks closer at the partial
derivatives however
 one realizes shows
 that the gradient can be evaluated very quickly�
The di�erent partial derivatives are obtained by the following equations�

� � the partial derivative of an output w�r�t� the output in a preceding layer �i�e� a
feed�forward connection� is�

�yi�j�n�

�yi���k�n�
�

�

�yi���k�n�
��neti�j�n��

� ���neti�j�n�� � w
f�i
k�j withn � � and i � � ����

���
�

��neti�j�n����� ��neti�j�n���w
f�i
k�j

The condition i � � is equivalent with considering only actual computing nodes�

� � the partial derivative of an output node w�r�t� to the time delayed output from
the same layer �i�e� a recurrent connections� is�

�yi�j�n�

�yi�k�n� ��
�

�

�yi�k�n� ��
��neti�j�n��

� ���neti�j�n�� � w
r�i
k�j n � � ���

���
�

��neti�j�n����� ��neti�j�n���w
r�i
k�j

� � the partial derivative of an output w�r�t� a recurrent weight is�

�g�i
�yi�j�n�

�wx�g
h�j

�

��
�

 g �� i
�

�wr�i

h�j

��neti�j�n�� else

�

�
 g �� i
���neti�j�n��yi�j�n� �� else

����

���
�

�
 g �� i
��neti�j�n����� ��neti�j�n���yi�j�n� �� else

���when substituted with the logistical transfer function
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Especially in this case
 one has to pay attention to the fact that the hidden layers
of the RMLP architecture investigated in this study are completely connected�

Eqn� ����!���� indicate
 that the dynamic derivative of a subnetwork�s output node

eqn� ����
 can be computed in a single sweep through the network� Parallel to the for�
ward propagation of the signal
 the partial derivatives can be obtained�

Dynamic Derivative for Externally Recurrent Networks

Now the assumption that there is no external feedback connection between the out�
put and the input layer is dropped� Because of the external recurrence
 the dynamic
derivative of any subnetwork�s output with respect to any weight within an externally
recurrent RMLP network is generally nonzero� Therefore eqn� ���� becomes�

 �yi�j�n�
 �wx�g

k�j

�
Ni��X
k��

�yi�j�n�

�yi���k�n�

 �yi���k�n�
 �wx�g

h�j

� ��n�
NiX
k��

�yi�j�n�

�yi�k�n� ��

 �yi�k�n� ��
 �wx�g

h�j

� �g�i
�yi�j�n�

�wx�g
h�j

� ����

Calculating the Dynamic Derivative for externally recurrent RMLP networks generally
requires increased computational resources
 since storage and computation of the dy�
namic derivatives of all recurrent nodes w�r�t� all trainable weights of the network are
required�

� Training Neural Networks with the Global Extended

Kalman Filter Algorithm

In identi	cation and control applications
 neural networks are used to approximate pro�
cesses� Therefore it is obvious to model the nets themself as a process and determine
the parameters by using control theory methods� This procedure seems to be obsolete
since the use of conventional control theory is actually not intended� However
 since the
structural properties of the network
 which has to be trained are well known
 one takes
advantage of the approximation ability of neural nets and directly applies control theory
methods as learning algorithms� For this purpose
 Singhal and Wu �SW��� suggested
the use of the Extended Kalman Filter algorithm from the estimation theory for training
of the nets�

��� State Model of a Neural Network

The process behaviour is characterized by a state model with a transition and an obser�
vation function
 cf� sec� ���� In case of a neural net
 the state model is de	ned by�
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a� State Transition Function

The state transition of the neural network is governed by�

w�n � �� � w�n� � w�� n 
  � ���a�

where w�n� is the global weight vector at time step �n��

Throughout training
 the state of the network model is de	ned by the elements of the
global weight vector w� Thus
 the transition function in eqn� ���a� is the identity func�
tion� The global weight vector considers all trainable weights in the network� In case
that the net converges
 the 	nal global weight vector is denoted by w��

b� Observing Function

The output d�n� of the model is determined by the observation function�

d�n� � hn�w�n� ��� u�n�� � e�n� � ���b�

� yd�n� � e�n� � ���c�

where d�n� is the observed net output
 yd�n� is the desired net output
 u�n� is the external
net input and e�n� is the observation noise at time step n� The function hn��� is the
arbitrary
 time�variant
 non�linear
 continuous observation function�

In eqn� ���c�
 the actual output of the network d�n� is split up into the desired out�
put yd�n� and the observation noise e�n�� This representation of the network output
introduces the error as noise to the model and is one key assumption the application of
estimation theory to train the network� The noise is very often assumed to be Gaussian�

��� The Global Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm

The major goal of estimation theory is to give the best possible prediction "x�n� of the
state vector of an arbitrary process
 based on past observations y�s�� s � n� This is
equivalent with the stochastic problem of calculating the expected value of the state ran�
dom variable of the process
 under the condition that the past observation values are
known
 cf� �KK����

A well known method in estimation theory is the Kalman Filter �KF�� This algorithm
	nds the optimal set of parameters for linear dynamic systems� Extended versions of
the Kalman algorithm can be applied to nonlinear systems by linearizing the system
around the current estimate of the parameters� Apart from the gradient
 the algorithm
considers besides the gradient information also the the dependencies among the weights
and the estimation error of the weight parameters� Although this method is computa�
tionally complex
 it yields a speed�up in training time measured in number of pattern
set presentation and obtains more acurate solutions
 cf� �SW���� Since the algorithm
by Singhal and Wu considers the dependencies of all the weights with each other for
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the adaption of a single weight in the network
 the algorithm is called the Global Ex�
tended Kalman Filter �GEKF�� Other proposals consider only local
 i�e� node level

dependencies
�FPDY��
 SPD��� and are less complex
 but achieve poorer results�

a� Taylor Series Approximation

To linearize the non�linear model
 taylor series approximation is used� The non�linear
function hn��� can be expanded around the current estimate of the parameter vector
"w�n� ��
 cf� �SPD���� The observation function becomes�

d�n� � hn� "w�n� ��� u�n�� �HT �n��w� � "w�n� ��� � ��n� � e�n� ����

where

H�n� �
�hn�w� u�n��

� w

�����
�w� �w�n���

����

is the gradient matrix and ��n� is the residual in the Taylor expansion of hn����

b� Linearized State Model

Using the linearized observation function
 one gets a new state model�

w � w�n� �� � w� ���a�

d�n� � HT �n�w� � ��n� � e�n� ���b�

with

��n� � hn� "w�n� ��� u�n���HT �n�w�n� �� � ��n�� ����

c� Global Extended Kalman Algorithm

Estimating the weight vector "w�n� is equivalent with minimizing the expected value of the
mean squarred error between the actual weight vector w�n� and the estimation
 i�e� the
problem is to 	nd the minimum of�

E��w�n�� "w�n��TS�w�n�� "w�n���� ����

The matrix S��� is a user�de	ned
 arbitrary
 positive�de	nite
 symmetric matrix and
allows to weight the elements of w�n�� "w�n� di�erently�

The Global Extended Kalman Algorithm 	nds the minimum of eqn� ���� by computing
the new estimation "w�n� recursively out of the previous values "w�n � ��� Deriving
the complete algorithm is pretty lenghtly
 therefore only the Kalman�Equations are
provided� A detailed derivation and proof of the Kalman Filter Algorithm can be found
in �KK��
 Cat���� The Kalman�Equations are�

K�n� � P �n�H�n�� ����n�S�n���� �HT �n�P �n�H�n���� � ����

P �n� �� � P �n��K�n�HT �n�P �n� �Q�n� � ���

"w�n � �� � "w�n� �K�n��d�n�� h� "w�n�� u�n��� � ����

�



The initial conditions are P �� � ��� � I � � 
  �� ����

Apart from only considering the past estimation of the weight vector "w�n � ��
 the
GEKF also accounts the current covarianz matrix of the estimation error
 P �n�� The
elements of P �n� describe the dependences of all weights with each other� Since the
GEKF aalgorithm relates the weight adaption to the correlation of the weight
 it yields
a better convergence behaviour than conventional gradient descent methods
 cf� sec� ��
For updating the covarianz matrix
 the so�called Kalman�Gain matrix K�n� is needed�
The matrix S�n� de	nes in conjunction with the scalar ��n� the learning rate� Finally

Q�n� is a diagonal covarianz matrix that introduces arti	cial noise in Kalman recursion�
The elements of Q�n� are in the range of ��� to ���� Arti	cial noise prevents the
process from getting stuck in local minima
 cf� �PF����

� Application and Conclusion

Recurrent multi layer perceptrons have shown to be a powerful neural network architec�
ture� They can incorporate temporal behaviour and are able to approximate arbitrary
continuous functions� Moreover
 since the results of control theory
 like process char�
acterization can be transfered to this network type
 this architecture suggests to be
especially applicable for numerous engineering tasks� Typical applications can be found
in mechanics and telecommunication�

a� Identi�cation in Automotive Environment

Feldkamp
 Puskorius et� al� investigated in �FPDY��� the identi	cation and control of
an active suspension system� The system is modeled as a quarter�car
 four�state�variable
system� The state variables are body momentum
 spring de�ection
 wheel momentum
and tire de�ection� Feldkamp et� al� assumed a linear model as well as a nonlinear
system behaviour and compared the results�

b� Connection Admission Control in ATM Networks

A promising application of a recurrent multi layer perceptron in telecommunications is
presented in �NRK���� The neural network is part of the connection admission control
�CAC� function
 which has to prevent the ATM network from degeneration
 which is
caused by too many connections� The neural net receives the tra�c parameters of a
new individual connection request
 i�e� the mean and the peak bitrate
 and estimates the
multiplexed bitrate of all connections� Based on this estimation and the actual bitrate
available in the ATM net
 the CAC function decides whether the connection request is
acepted or not� From the control theory point
 in this application
 the neural network
can be viewed as an identi	cation model of the multiplexed bitrate�

c� Dynamic Channel Allocation in Mobile Cellular Networks

So far in mobile cellular networks
 the channel assignment to cells is performed at the
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installation of the network and remains static throughout operation� As a result
 	rst of
all
 the spectrum e�ciency of the mobile network is very low
 and secondly the network
can not react on varying teletra�c� The former problem can be resolved by spatial reuse
of frequencies in the cells� Nevertheless
 one needs to consider the channel interference
and thus only certain reuse patterns are allowed� The second problem can be tackled by
allocating the channels dynmically to the cells
 e�g� on demand� A cell with a high o�ered
tra�c gets more channels than a cell with low tra�c� A channel allocation function

which considers both problems
 is very complex� Since a combinatorial solution of the
function is NP�complete
 neural networks have been considered for this task
 �CPE����
However the proposed neural nets perform a static mapping of a current frequency al�
location and the new request to a new channel occupancy� They don�t consider the
dynamical varying tra�c situation� Now
 one can propose to use recurrent multi layer
perceptrons to incorporate the temporal behaviour� The network has to be trained by
a sequence which consists out of the allocating pattern of the adjacent cells
 of the local
cell and the call request in the local cell� The neural network then has to produce an
e�cient �e�g� low blocking probability for new calls� allocation sequence for the cell it
controlls�
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